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Here you can find the menu of Chuck's China Inn in New Bedford. At the moment, there are 15 courses and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Chuck's China Inn:

I love this restaurant that I have gone for years in chuck’s china inn, eating is excellent, the staff is great, I would
recommend it there lunch dinner combos my bones are to order beef, huh, roast pork shrimp egg young, pfeffer
bark or huh with wobble, I also love the bark, huh, erdpork restaurant read more. As a visitor, you can use the

WiFi of the establishment free of charge. What User doesn't like about Chuck's China Inn:
White rice was very dry had to drench the rice in the sesame sauce. The sesame chicken was flavorless and that
was suprising considering there was tons of sauce for only 6 pieces of chicken. To be honest I wont be spending

my money at this place any time soon theres plenty of other options that are local and provide better portions,
better quality and better prices. 3 stars is a gift and that's with all sincerity. read more. Chuck's China Inn The

accomplished Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the exquisite mix of traditional dishes and exciting new creations
will amaze!, Many guests are especially looking forward to the versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine. The

preparation of the meals is done authentically Asian, In addition, the drinks menu that is offered in this
established eatery is impressive. It offers a diverse diversity of beers from the region and the whole world.
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Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Barbecu� Item�
ROAST PORK

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

BEEF

PORK MEAT

WHITE RICE

TRAVEL

CHEESE

BUFFALO
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